Instructor Corner

Product Registration of Test Equipment — It is Important!

No matter what you purchase these days, manufacturers include product registration cards. Even inexpensive consumer products like Bluetooth head phones and toasters come with product registration cards. The volume of these we see with everyday purchases can drive one to a cynical viewpoint – All they want is to collect contact information for marketing purposes. This is undoubtedly true in some cases. However, test equipment is a different situation.
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New Course!

OTDR and Testing Deep Dive Workshop

Light Brigade customers have been asking for additional training on testing and using/understanding their OTDRs. We heard you!

Introducing our new 2-day hands-on course – providing the next level of training for field testing and troubleshooting fiber optic links.

Did you know...

The U.S. now has more wireless than wired connections?

Although many in the fiber industry express concerns over the growth of wireless technologies, fiber optic backbones are still the most reliable and economical way to move that IP voice and data.

Results From Our May Survey

What is your Most Common field problem during fiber optic installation projects?

- Difficulty splicing: 20%
- Pulling cable / cable installation: 15%
- Properly dressing cables / fibers in racks or trays: 14%
- Improperly labeled cables / connections: 14%
- Excess loss / high attenuation results: 10%
- Uplinked or dirty connection: 9%
- Not sure how to use my OTDR: 8%
- Other: 6%


Additional Information

- Class Schedule
- Upcoming Events
- Fiber Optic Product Catalog
- Contact us with your questions, feedback, etc.
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